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“Our greatest weakness lies in giving up. The most certain way to succeed is always to try 

just one more time” 

- Thomas Alva Edison 
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FROM THE HOD’S DESK 

 

I congratulate the members of the 

Editorial Board of POWER for their 

efforts in successfully bringing out this 

volume with an interesting collection 

of articles. This magazine, which is 

almost entirely the result of hard 

work on part of the student 

members, symbolizes the 

enthusiasm, ability and aspiration of 

all the members of the Electrical 

Engineering Society. On behalf of the 

faculty and staff members of the 

department, I convey best wishes to all the outgoing members of the Electrical 

Engineering Society for a happy and bright future. 

 

 

Prof. Siddhartha Sen 

Professor and Head, Department of Electrical Engineering 
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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT, EE SOCIETY 

I guess it’s time to bid adieu to the family of Electrical Engineering Society as we have almost 

reached the end of academic session 2015-16. I would like to express my humble gratitude 

and thanks to Prof Debdoot Sheet and Prof..P.K.Dutta for finding me eligible for this 

prestigious post. I would also like to thank them for all the support they have given me 

during this time. It has been an immense pleasure and honor to serve as the president of 

this society. Being a student of the electrical engineering 

department I have known this society, but never got the 

opportunity to be a part of it. With this opportunity I find 

myself lucky enough to get attached so closely with this 

society. I always thought EES as a B.Tech driven society 

until this time when I saw there are so many things to do 

starting from initiation of research from undergraduate 

levels to integration of UG and PG students for 

enrichment of knowledge.  

Throughout the year, a large no of programs were 

conducted to motivate the students to get involved into 

various other activities. I along with my fellow society members have successfully organized 

the Freshers program, where we welcome the newcomers into this premiere institute, we 

get to know each of them and also to hear from them about how they feel. We organized 

the grand Teachers day where we thank our mentors, our guides and overall our teachers 

for being a part of our lives, to lead us in the path of right and knowledge. Many other 

events such as Discharge event, industrial ship and sports events were organized by our 

hard work and cooperation. We also organized events which were helpful to the students, 

such as workshops on embedded technology and Matlab. Students are greatly helped by 

these workshops as they get to know more about the systems and implement them in their 

project and research works.  

As we all know this year EES saw its dream come true through the beginning of the 

Department Fest ‘IMPULSE 2016’. I feel myself lucky that I had the chance to be in the team 

at the time of its initiation.  

My tenure would not have been a success without the help of some people who were 

attached wholeheartedly all along the way. I would like to thank Rituraj Gautam for being 

there and  Shivang, who assisted me in taking decisions and planning events, Hardik who 

took all the pain in contacting and coordinating with everyone, relieving me of the load. 

Anything I tell about Hardik will be less because I have hardly seen a G.Sec so much efficient 

and energetic. I thank all the heads who did a mind-blowing job of conducting events, 

tutoring the students, collecting sponsorships and maintaining the finance of the society. I 

will also give my gratitude to our Student Advisors Pavan, Pradeepta and Shrishti. Last but 

not the least I would like to thank my 2nd year coordinators and all others related to the 

society, without whose support, it would not have been possible to carry out a single event. 
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Thanks Atul (mischievous one), Neha, Arunchandra, Mayank, Ram Babu, Hriday and our 

design master Navin.  

For those who are moving to other careers, I wish you the very best, and for others who will 

stay, I wish you much success in your deliberations. As for me, one part of a very challenging 

and illuminating experience is coming to an end, one that I will treasure for the rest of my 

life. In closing, let me echo Saint Paul in saying that "I have run with perseverance and have 

finished the race". Whether I have finished the race successfully or not is not for me to say - 

I will leave it to my colleagues and my fellow society members to be the judge. 

Signing off as president of EES, something which I will always cherish throughout my life…. 

Hope the bonding always remains….   

- Anushree Basu 
           President 

 

MESSAGE FROM THE VICE-PRESIDENT, EE SOCIETY 

As they say, all good things must come to an end. It is always important to know when 

something has reached its end. Closing circles, shutting doors or writing the final message 

for department magazine,  it doesn't matter what we call it; what matters is to convert 

these final moments in life to unforgettable memories.  

 

This year started with a change in the advisory 

board, with Prof. BM Mohan and Prof. T 

Bhattacharya passing on the duties to Prof. PK 

Dutta and Prof. D Sheet, whom I offer my sincere 

gratitude for their consistent support throughout 

the year. A new induction into the society, our 

President, Anushree Basu who always lead from 

the front, whom I always looked for guidance and 

who took all the scolding for us, a big thank you 

from all the team members. The advisors - 

Pradeepta, Shristi and Pavan whom I have worked 

for so long now, did not let us down at any point 

of time and always kept us desiring for more. Our 

alumni- Rituraj and Nishant whose tempo for society just doesn’t seem to end - thank you 

for your endless support. 

 

As always we started with a Freshers Welcome, following it with few interactive sessions, 

Teacher’s Day celebrations, Discharge for first years, Alumni Meet, Sport events, Industrial 

Trip, etc. But the ultimate goal of the society was achieved on 20th March, 2016 where the 
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inaugural edition of our own Departmental fest, IMPULSE was held. Since my second year, I 

had been dreaming of that day and implementing it with a team of fully enthusiastic people 

was even more fun. A total of 7 events were conducted with participation from various 

colleges from West Bengal. We could not have hoped for a much better start. I have utmost 

faith in our juniors that they will take this tradition forward and make it a grand success in 

the years to come. This year we also started Shadow Tutoring sessions where in seniors guys 

take weekly class of each electrical subject and help the juniors in having their doubts 

cleared. 

 

We look into our seniors for role models, but for me Hardik, our General Secretary deserves 

that position. His innumerable messages and posts on FB always kept us on our toes :). All 

the third year team- Harish- always so cool under any kind of pressure. Prajna - all the 

credits for such awesome collection (due to which we could have fest this year) and 

managing all the funds throughout the year. Vishal - a go to man for any kind of trouble, 

have not seen him say “NO” for any kind of work. Pratush - arranged all the Shadow 

Tutoring sessions single handedly with utmost ease. Abhilash - people are still praising your 

arrangements for the Industrial Trip. Yashwant - the person who did his best to bridge the 

gap between UG and PG. All our representatives, Mayank - the man behind every work, be it 

sponsorship or managing events. Atul - for the awesome fest website you made, I don’t 

know how you survived in the society for a complete year with all you hearing was “Atul 

kaam karle, warna aaj fire ho jayega”. Hriday - a sweet person who arranged anything we 

asked him to. Ram - venue 1 booked check, venue 2 booked check, enough said. Neha - an 

amazing talent to have in the society who did the most backhand work without anyone 

letting it notice. Arun - if you get banned by FB while doing the publicity of fest, you have 

done some good work. Navin - the ‘poster boy’ of our society, without him we would not 

have thought of conducting our fest, your sincerity compliments your creativity. All you guys 

made my and Anushree’s life so easy.  

In the end, my sincere wishes to the new office bearers. You guys can take our department 

to great heights, one whose path has been laid on by our seniors already but still requires a 

lot of further work and perfection.  

 

Signing off as Vice President of EE Society - the best thing that happened to me here at 

IITKGP :) 

- Shivang 

           Vice-President 
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HEADS’ REMARKS 
We are coming to the end of the spring semester and with 
it the end of my tenure as the General Secretary of 
Electrical Engineering Society. First and foremost, I would 
like to thank Prof Siddhartha Sen and our faculty advisors 
Prof. P K Dutta and Prof.Debdoot Sheet for guiding us 
throughout the year. The execution of so many events 
round the year would not have been possible without their 
helping hand. Next, I would like to congratulate the entire 
team of EES for organizing the Department Fest for the first 
time ever. It has been a dream since a long time and I am 
glad to have been a part of the team that finally organized 
it. 
 

 The help, guidance and cooperation I received from Shivang and Anushree has been 
phenomenal. We have been active throughout the year and the activities in our tenure 
include Freshers' Welcome, Discharge- an event for the incoming batch, Teacher's Day 
celebration, Internship Funda session for second years, Placement Funda session for Third 
years, Industrial Trip to Haldia Power Plant, Alumni Meet in Department and a Seminar on 
IOT by a distinguished alumnus. For the first time ever, we conducted the Department Fest-
Impulse and started Shadow Tutoring for the students of our department. Amazing work by 
2nd year students, I would say.Hope that you all will have the same enthusiasm and 
motivation in future too. It was great fun working with all of you and I feel proud to have led 
such motivated and hardworking people. Special thanks to our advisors Pradeepta, 
Harishankarpavan Rangudu and Shristi for always helping us out in time of need. 
 
All the events that we conduct throughout the year are done with the motive to unite the 
students and fill them with more tempo for EE. I hope we were quite successful in fulfilling 
this aim. On a personal note, EES has helped me meet some of the best seniors of my 
department and it goes without saying that their guidance has helped me a lot.Leading ths 
team has helped me hone my people skills and has taught me a lot which I feel will help me 
a lot in the coming years.Farewell is the last but the most important event that we organize 
this semester and we are planning a grand farewell party to the outgoing batch. 
A big thanks to my entire team for making this year an amazing one for EES. 
 
Signing off as General Secretary, Electrical Engineering Society. Yo batti… Yo EES … 
 

- HARDIK SHETH 
General Secretary 
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Electrical Engineering Society is always a part of my daily 

schedule. That much I was attached to the society. As Events 

Head I was responsible for conducting various activities year 

round, which I think I have managed to the best of my abilities. 

Without the co-operation from all the remaining members, I 

would not have been able to do justice to this post. For this I 

would thank all the members of the society for helping me 

from their side. From the beginning we aimed for reaching out 

to every Battian which was reflected in the increased number of participation from students 

in all the events and activities organised by the society. The society was active throughout 

the year. Still there are some loopholes, which I will be happy to see get corrected by next 

office bearers. This time society aimed to get participation from all UG and PG. I would like 

to thank President Anushree Basu and Vice President Shivang for their constant support. 

Last but not the least, my gratitude to Prof. Debdoot sheet and Prof P. K. Dutta for their 

continuous guidance. 

 Signing off     

- HARISH BABU 
Events Head 

. 
 

 

 

First of all, I should thank Prof. Debdoot sheet and Prof. P K Dutta 

for allowing me to be a part of this amazing team and contribute 

something from my side to the department. This two years span 

has been an exciting and memorable journey. I feel fortunate to be 

a part of the team that has organized an inaugural edition of the 

department fest IMPULSE. As a finance head, I was responsible for 

the collection and streamlining its usage throughout the year. The 

constant hardwork and effort put in by the second years, and the 

cooperation and guidance given by the professors should be appreciated without which the 

financial status would not have been strong enough to organize the fest. I should thank all 

my batch mates for the trust they had in me and for making my journey easier and lovable. 

Special mention to Shivang for his tempo and amazing leadership. Lastly, I would like to give 

my best wishes to the upcoming team to take EES to new heights. 

- PRAJNA SRI 

Finance Head 
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After a great and learning period I spent as department 

representative last year, I was given the responsibility of 

Sponsorship Head this year, which gave me an opportunity to take 

the society forward. The role of being a Sponsorship Head helped 

me achieve the ability to work as a team for better results and 

also how to manage time under various circumstances. I truly 

express my gratitude  to  Prof.  Debdoot Sheet and Prof. P.K. Dutta 

for being with us as a constant source of inspiration and guiding us 

at every moment. The consistent hard work, good co-ordination and mutual understanding 

among the team members proved to be fruitful and received applauds. Also, the 

Department Representatives played a vital role throughout the session. It has been a great 

experience to be a part of the excellent team and we all enjoyed working in a friendly 

atmosphere. Finally, it is my heartening pleasure to sign off as the Sponsorship Head, of the 

Electrical Engineering Society with utmost pride. I wish EE society keep up the spirit and 

continue with the good work in the upcoming years. 

- VISHAL SINGH, 

Sponsorship Head 

 

 

After being in the Department Society for one year, the one thing 

that I will look back to the most would be the start of the annual 

departmental fest Impulse. It has only been possible due to the 

effort put in by our seniors in the last 2-3 years and also 

dedication and effort of the team this year. Also I would like to 

thank our faculty advisors Prof, Debdoot Sheet and Prof P.K.Dutta 

for their constant help and support. A hearty congratulation to our 

President Anushree Basu, Vice-President Mr.Shivang and General 

Secretary Hardik Sheth for the year round work and effort they have put in for the 

Department and Society. Also Hands off to the work of other heads and second years. Me as 

Shadow Tutoring Head, I came across many excellent seniors and batch mates who were 

ready to help their juniors with the acads or any other things related to academics. I would 

like to thank all those people who came out help. Surely it has been a great learning 

experience for me and hopefully others in the society as well. One last thing that I would like 

to say is hopefully the society keeps functioning with same enthusiasm and interest and we 

will be able to do everything hopefully on bigger scale. 

- PRATUSH PARITOSH PATRO, 

Shadow Tutoring Head  
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REPRESENTATIVES’ REMARKS 

Working at Electrical Engineering Society is a great pleasure for me. The thing which I 

appreciate most about the society is that, it has given me the opportunity to balance extra 

academics as well as academics.I learned a lot of things during my tenure as Web 

Coordinator. Seniors in the society are awesome, who are always ready to help us and their 

guidance helps a lot. What makes Electrical Engineering Society stand out is that every 

single member has a stand in the society. We are very team-driven, and we operate in a way 

that puts collective goals ahead of individual glory. I will always be thankful to the people 

who believed in me and gave me the opportunity to be part of this awesome team. I am 

proud to be a part of Electrical Engineering Society. 

 

- ATUL PATEL 

 

I have been part of this society since my 3rd semester working in Shadow tutoring team. My 

interview was taken by the 3rd year’s society heads. I was selected as shadow tutoring team   

member which was formed this year. My work is to conduct tutoring sessions for my batch 

member’s which is very helpful. Apart from Shadow tutoring team I worked and enjoyed 

many events conducted by our society such as Teacher’s Day, Fresher’s meet, sports 

weekend etc. There are many advantages for me in the society. I have interacted with my 

seniors well and made good friends in the society.  Seniors are very helpful and supportive 

and gave me guidance and much more useful funda. I hope to continue working in this 

society and providing assistance to the electrical engineering students.               

- ARUN CHANDRA 

 

It all started with the Freshers’ Introductory Event of my batch. Then with ‘Discharge’, 

‘Sports Weekend’. These are the events that initially made my mind fascinate about the 

Electrical Engineering society. And now, I’ve been part of the society with already two 

semesters passed by. Numerous events were conducted throughout the both semesters, 

that made the students of the department interact with each other, especially for first year 

students. It is a very friendly environment while working with seniors, we had a lot of fun 

time working with each other. Learned a lot from the experience I gained through the 

society. I would like to express my special gratitude for my fellow batchmates for making 

this a better learning experience for me.  We, as a group learned how to accomplish a 

shared goal successfully. And I am very happy to be part of the long-cherished dream of 

many seniors, professors i.e department inaugural fest “Impulse”. Finally I thank everyone, 

for giving me this opportunity of serving the department. 

- RAM BABU 
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I was selected as a member of the society in my third semester and this almost-an-year long 

association has been an enriching experience for me.  After selection, we were grouped into 

teams under respective team heads; we had meetings to discuss the events to be organized, 

all following a conventional work culture just like other societies in kgp do. But there is one 

aspect in which EES stands out from others, and it is the persistent effort towards 

promoting collective participation of all the students of the department, by organizing a 

plethora of activities all round the year.  I had a great time working with my batch mates in 

the society; we had lots of fun together, and developed special friendships. The seniors have 

been very supportive and helping, be it organizing events, academics or any other funda, it’s 

the EES seniors we first reach out to. To sum up, I have learnt a lot while working here and 

enjoyed every event that we conducted, and I hope that the coming years are even more 

successful for this society, dedicated to the service of Batti! Thanks. 

- MAYANK KALOTIA 

 

It was quite a fun experience joining Electrical Engineering Society at the commencement of 

my 3rd semester. My first activity in the society was hosting the Freshers’ Orientation 

Program on 20th August 2015 at Vikramshila. It was an exhilarating experience to introduce 

the freshers’ about their upcoming college life and watch them enjoy to their fullest in 

various fun activities and contests. Needless to say that within a few weeks I came into close 

acquaintance with my co-workers and seniors in the society, who gave us the correct 

instructions to work together as a team . Most of the society work is equitably distributed 

among all members. The next phase of the semester witnessed a major success of the event 

Discharge (freshers’ quiz competition). The Shadow Tutoring Team was appreciated by 

many students who got their doubts cleared in critical subjects like ‘Signals and Networks’, 

‘Intro to EC’ etc. under the guidance of experienced seniors from their own department. 

After the winter break, the EE society started functioning with more enthusiasm for the 

upcoming events. I would like to say that EE society has given me the scope to work 

professionally and has made me feel more attached to my department. The wonderful 

bonding and mutual understanding that exists between the seniors and batch mates will 

steer the society towards newer goals and achievements. 

 

- NEHA BENARJEE 

 

I joined the society just before the IMPULSE and since then it has been a great experience. I 

was asked just to make some 2-3 posters.  But later I was called to the meeting and was 

asked to make the required posters for the fest. Since then I am very excited to be the part 

of the team. Thanks to Shivang for bringing such an output from me.  Seniors are so friendly 

and supportive. It was fun to work with them. We enjoyed so much during the fest. 

- NAVIN BHASKAR 
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I was allocated the position of Professional Development Team Head. Under my team, we 

have done a lot of workshops like that on Latex, MATLAB and many more. We also 

organized guest lectures, placement drive, among many other things. Teacher’s day was a 

special one for everyone. Apart from that we all know each other and enjoyed working as a 

team. I will take good memories from Electrical Engineering Society.  

 THANK YOU! 

- YASHWANT LAL 

 

 

- Debasmita Mondal 
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INTERVIEW OF PROFESSOR S.SENGUPTA 

With Shivang                           

Thursday, 8th April, 1900 hrs 

 

(Good evening, Sir. On the behalf of Electrical Engineering 

Society, I would like to thank you for giving us an appointment 

for this interactive session.)  

(Sir, here we can start) 

Under-Graduation 

 

1. Please share your experience of under-graduate days 

I did my BTech from IIEST (known as BE college Shibpur during our time). Our course was of 

5 years . I will unhesitantly say that the pressure of learning and teaching was/is much 

heavier at IIT than BE college. We enjoyed life probably more than what people do here. We 

had many friends, most of them were locals and so we visited their homes frequently. 

2. The academics, your overall CGPA/percentage? 

I don’t remember exactly but we didn’t get marks so liberally as nowadays. I scored marks 

slightly above first class i.e. almost 70%. 

3. The hostel/campus life? 

 I was engaged in many activities, acted in plays, represented college in high jump, played 

football, hockey etc. I was deeply involved in sports. 

4. Any Special moments you would like to share from your college? 

I used to represent my department in college. We helped build up many facilities like stores 

for the students to buy stationary and related activities. Unlike now, it was very difficult to 

get funds for supporting our activities. 

5. Your favourite teacher? 

My favorite teacher is Prof. Shankar Sen. He was the Minister of Power of West Bengal 

Government. He has also got a book under his name. He is currently staying in South City, 

Kolkata. He used to teach us machines. 
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6. Your favorite subject? 

When I was in college my favorite subject was Electrical Machines but to tell you frankly, I 

was always interested in studying Strength of Materials. 

7. How difficult was it to submit assignments without gadgets and internet? 

It was not that difficult as we were always involved in group studying. But yes, somebody 

had to lead. Sometimes I also lead. But many times I was busy with other activities like 

sports etc. 

8. In those days how was the preparation for exams? 

Preparation for exams was pretty much similar to what happens now, i.e. as you say 

studying mostly before the exam. I have a twin brother who is in TCS . I remember how he 

once prepared for a maths exam in the university just by studying one night. 

9. Favorite movie? 

My favorite movie is Ben-Hur. It’s an English movie which was very popular at that time. 

10. Favorite singer? 

I was not that much into music. But still, I would say Manna Dey is one of my favorites. 

11. Sir, what motivated you for choosing Engineering? 

My father was a civil engineer from BE college itself. So somehow I had an inclination 

towards engineering but definitely not civil as my father had been in that field. 

Post-Graduate  

I did my M.Tech in Power Systems. I completed B.Tech in 1974 and I joined here at IIT 

Kharagpur for MTech and after ‘76 I joined as a senior research assisstant and then as a 

faculty. 

 1. The difference you could say b/w UG and PG academics? 

Like many institutes (except IISc. Bangalore) average undergraduates are stronger than 

average PG student in terms of academic excellence. Today there may be a change but 

recently I am not taking any M.Tech classes, so I am a bit unaware of it. 

2. Any possibility of improvement at Post Graduate level? 

Actually our B.Techs do not join post graduation here. I personally think there has been a 

change since we have increased the strength of students. The faculty to student ratio has 

gone down. Many times TAs teach and they may be erroneous. Earlier, if a student came 

unprepared to the Machines Lab, we somehow forced him to study the concepts (even with 
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harsh treatment).  But nowadays TAs doing the lab along with a single teacher doesn’t get 

much scope to teach. 

3. What is expected from BTP or MTP (teachers’ point of view)? 

It is a partial training for future research work. It is a gradual movement for designing and 

showcasing your research and  methods. Most preliminary form of research. 

4. What’s the Difference b/w M.Tech and M.S.? Which one should be opted and Why? 

M.S. is not such a regular course as M.Tech. We have positioned M.S. between M.Tech and 

PhD. 

5. How difficult is it to find research topics in electrical engineering, a branch that has been 

there for nearly last 100 years?  

This is a problem we face in countries like India. We might change if the number of projects 

coming to the institute is increased and we get more real-life projects like defence etc. Our 

research projects are mostly based on what someone else’s papers and what he has not 

done there. But real life projects will ultimately see the light of the day. 

6. Where are we standing in terms of interdisciplinary courses? 

We are still lagging far behind in terms of interdisciplinary courses but majority of the 

students here also choose subjects based on grades which kills the idea of an 

interdisciplinary course. I have seen some excellent interdisciplinary work at IISc Bangalore. 

For example, the materials science department there fabricated a GAN transistor. 

Mechanical department put it onto a heat sink which was a difficult task to achieve 

considering the size of the transistor. The end use of this product was in the Electrical 

department. This is what I call interdisciplinary work which I really admire. 

7. Is it mandatory to get your work published during PhD work? 

Sure, it’s part of UGC norms. We don’t come under UGC norms but since we are the model 

for the country, we follow these norms. If they have stated 2 publications in good journals, 

we must have three. Then only we are a model. 

8 Favorite journal? 

Industry Applications, IEEE  
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Experience as a Teacher  

1. Do you remember the first class you took? 

My first class was in IIT Kharagpur itself. I was very shaky. I didn’t know how to teach what. I 

had a strategy that every class I will learn delta something. Initially that delta was very high. 

It was a continuous learning process. Pressure has to come from the student to motivate the 

teacher. 

2. Subjects you love to teach? 

 Electronics, Machines etc. though I have never taught Analog Electronics. These type of 

subjects which does not require too much of mathematics but we can explain the physics 

behind it. 

3. Teaching philosophy? 

I have given lectures on teaching philosophy. But to make it short, my personal philosophy is 

“Don’t push from back, pull from front”. Let me give you an example. Suppose a child is 

learning to walk. There are two methods, one can be a parent stands behind and holds his 

hand and teaches him to walk, the other is when the parent stands in front of the child and 

coaxes him/her to walk up to her with the stool or something. This second method is what I 

believe in. Don’t spoon feed a student and disclose everything. Let him come to the topic by 

deep understanding. 

4. Research interests, favourite books and authors? 

Prof. GK Dubey’s books are my favourites. I have never met him but I admire the type of 

work he has done. His book on drives is by far the best I have seen for undergraduate 

teaching.  

5. Changes observed in the different generations of students? 

In the 80’s you know there were no televisions or mobiles. Around 4 ‘o clock in the evening 

we (teachers, technical staff) used to discuss about interhall matches, let’s say a football 

match between Azad and RK, who is going to play forward and who will be defending. And 

before the match starts if you were 5 minutes late, you couldn’t see the match. Now this 

does not happen. Being a small society, there was lot of interaction between students and 

faculty. They used to play sports together, perform dramatics,etc. 

6. Something about personal life? 

As I told you, I have a twin brother who works at TCS. Me and him are very much alike to 

each other. During our M.Tech, we had a group called “Science Education” . We used to go 

to Prembazar area over dry paddy fields and teach the children there every evening (there 

was no light at that time). Saturday and Sundays we used to go with NSS people and teach 

them about healthy life etc. We still do it.  
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7. Married at? 

I was married a bit late at 35. But I prefer people getting married at 25. Life is much 

enjoyable after marriage as you get disciplined and perform better in academics after 

marriage. 

8. Your personal relationship with students was friendly. Any particular reason for that? 

My students consider me as a teacher. For me all are my friends. My daughter’s friends 

were more friendly with me than they were with her. 

9. Any story from Machines lab? 

This is about the load test of a DC shunt generator. What you need for a short circuit test is 

a bit of a courage. You have to take the current to a high value and then short it instantly. 

People get scared of shorting it. When I did it for the first time, all the other teachers were 

staring at me. I opened it and shorted it again. This gave courage to all others. 

 

(Sir, you have been with the students, teaching them and guiding them. It has been a long 

journey and vast experience for you, as a student, as a scholar and then a teacher. The 

whole life dedicated to academics! It’s really nice to record your experience and there is a 

lot to learn for students. Students will find this one as enlightening. We are grateful to you. 

Thank you, Sir.) 

 

Shivang 
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SOLAR POWERED HOUSE 

Problem Statement:  

Deriving an inspiration from Solar Decathlon conducted by U.S. Department of Energy, 

participants are invited to present some innovative ideas on building a house in Kolkata run 

fully by solar energy. The case study involves studying about the energy usage in a typical 

house in Kolkata and installing sufficient number of solar panels in such a way that all the 

major appliances and lighting are solar powered. Taking into account the energy usage, cost 

associated with the solar installations and other concerned costs, design Kolkata’s first 

house powered entirely by sun. 

Case Study submission by the winning team of “Solar -Splash” in 

IMPULSE’16  

Modern grid tied solar system get 100% efficient and nearly unlimited storage in the grid 
and require virtually no maintenance, where the amount of excess power is transferred to 
the main line grid line power supply and can be utilised much efficiently than battery 
storage. 
A perfect alterternative to traditional off-grid which throws away nearly about more than 

30% of the solar power, even can’t store excess of power. 

Sizing the proposed solar electric system requires answering the following questions: 

What is the monthly electrical usage? 

How much one can reduce the electrical usage? 

What percentage of electrical needs do you want to meet with the system? 

What is the sunlight available at the site of the house? 

What is the rated solar of the solar electric panel one want to purchase? 

Determine the number of panels needed? 

Determine the inverter size? 

Determine the size of battery bank? 

Monthly power consumption per house  

Average per capita units purchased in Kolkata: 92.5 units  

Source: Prayas Energy Group of Pune according to 2012 data 

Assumption: 4 members per house 

Average units purchased per house in kolkata: 370 units = 370 KwH 

http://www.prayaspune.org/
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1unit of electricity: 1KwH 

For typical house in kolkata: 

Assumption: 

Considering the typical house in Kolkata, load curve demand may increase approximately to 

470 KwH. Due to increase in household appliances and its consumption in middle class 

house .In next slide, several important household appliances are considered and its average 

usage  are calculated 

Through approx assumptions for a typical middle class house in Kolkata. 

 

 

● No. of solar panels required for house of 30 sq feet to meet the load demand from 

solar system: 16 

● Area of a standard solar panel: 5*3.5 feet = 17.5 square feet 

● Cost estimation of 200-250 watt solar system: 

○ As per resources from the solar PV industry, cost of a PV module(just the 

panel) costs Rs 30 to Rs 60 per watt of power generated (depends upon 

quantity & quality) 

○ Assumption: Rs 40 is the cost per panel 

○ Total cost for panels: Rs 640 per watt 

○ Solar panels in general cost nearly about 60% of the total cost 

○ The good quality solar panels comes with 25 years performance warranty 
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● Efficiency of Solar System 

● The efficiency of the photovoltaic (PV) system depends on the climate conditions of 

solar radiation, ambient temperature and wind speed, matching of the system with 

the load and appropriate placement of the solar panels. 

● A majority of solar panels in use today are stationary and therefore do not 

consistently output the maximum amount of power that they can actually produce. 

● A solar tracker will track the sun throughout the day and adjust the angle of the solar 

panel to make the sun normal to the solar panels at all times. The orientation of the 

solar panels may increase the efficiency of the conversion system from 20% up to 

50%.  

● The sun tracking solar power system is a mechatronic system that integrates 

electrical and mechanical systems, and computer hardware and software. 

● The main components in the solar tracking system are standard photovoltaic solar 

panels (PV), a deep cycle rechargeable battery, battery charge controller, 

microcontroller, signal conditioning circuits, motor, and motor drive. 
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● Single Axis Tracking Systems 

            Solar panels with single axis tracking system. The panels can turn around the centre 

axis. 

● Dual Axis Tracking Systems 

         This is typically used to orient a mirror and redirect sunlight along a fixed axis towards a    

stationary      Receiver. But the system can gain additional yield on the PV cells.A company 

LINAK, provide the quality actuators that move the panel on the axis in both the   System. 

Electricity usage cost per month per house from the commercial grid: Rs 3324 as calculated 

for a typical house in kolkata. Total cost estimation of solar system, 80% efficient for 25 

years can be depicted as the low investment on the domestic purpose with a bit cost of 

maintenance as compared to the monthly electricity consumption. 

Thus, with the efficiency with the PV cells to capture maximum insolation for the solar 

power, could bring the immense conservation of energy by reducing the carbon footprint 

with the escalation of per capita economy. 

 Submitted by :  

Priyanka Raj, 12MF10017 

Gyandeep Kumar, 12MI33007 
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THE LIFE I SEEK 

An idea, a concept or just a dream 

what’s inside I cannot peek 

cause I don’t know myself 

if there is such a thing, like 

the life I seek, the life I seek 

a mother’s dream, a father’s need 

will try my best and do every deed 

for them and for me I have to sow the seed 

and take them with me to the life I seek, the life I seek 

the world denies, they all say no 

I will never get to see, as they say so 

I no more care if they are right or no 

cause it’s not them but me who will create 

the life I seek the life I seek 

Is there such a thing, I don’t know now 

but’ll figure out somehow 

and create myself 

the life I seek, the life I seek 

 

Although I am young and should not freak 

but time is something I trust the least 

Sometimes the future seems so bleak 

I fear the havoc it might wreak 

but panic might lead to a path disfigured and oblique 

it’s better to wait for the light 

to tell them all that I am no weak 

whether or not I get help from something mystique 

still I will succeed to build myself, 

the life I seek, the life I seek. 

- Deepanshu Pariyani 

4th year UG Student 
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MY IMAGINARY QUEEN 

 
Mind was thinking 

that she will not come , 
but one part of ' I ' was still feeling  

that she will come. 
 

Heart was feeling 
that I know her very well , 

But still another part of ' I ' was saying 
I won't be able to tell, 

 
This battle goes on 

starting with every dawn , 
Fighting to get a look of her 

standing at the Horizon. 
 

Time has moved, 
and she has changed, 

But I am still the same, 
waiting to listen . . that . .she already came. 

 
Nothing matters to me, 

whatever the situation gonna be . 
I always dream us together, 

No matter, 
which is the writing feather. 

 
I believe that 

one day she will understand, 
and following my steps on sand, 

once for forever 
she will tightly hold my hand. 

 
---- Amol Sakhale 
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Detection of Gravitational Waves:  The Pinnacle 

feat of Science and Engineering                                                                                                  

On the 11th of February, 2016, scientists at the Laser Interferometer 

Gravitational Wave Observatory (LIGO) announced the discovery of Gravitational 

Waves (GWs). These elusive ripples in the very fabric of space-time of our 

Universe were the most sought-after confirmation of the prediction of Einstein's 

General theory of Relativity.  

 

Indeed, the challenge in finding the GWs is evident from the fact that the very first detection 

has taken a full century since their theoretical prediction in June 1916. Their discovery 

opens up an entirely new way of looking at our Universe and will potentially allow the study 

of entirely new astrophysical phenomena. GWs allow us to look at the force of Gravitation in 

ways which are not possible on the Earth.  

Gravitational Waves and Strain in the space-time fabric 

 

One can imagine that space is a giant sheet of rubber. Placing a massive object such as a ball 

of metal depresses the rubber sheet. Lighter objects cause a smaller depression whereas 

heavier ones cause a deeper one. A lighter object moving in the presence of a heavier one 

will tend to circle around the heavier object, or orbit it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Two massive objects orbiting each other will cause ripples in the rubber sheet. These ripples 

carry away energy, and the two objects move around in tighter and tighter circles till they 

ultimately collide. A ripple in the rubber sheet is a 3 dimensional phenomenon.  Though it 

may be a simplistic explanation, GWs behave the same way in higher dimensions. These 

'ripples' they create in the curvature of space-time are carried away by the very fabric of 

space-time. That is, as every point in this universe is part of the space-time fabric, the  
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proper distance between any two points in the universe changes when a gravitational wave 

passes between them!  

The change in the proper distance is called as strain in the space-time and it is defined as 

the ratio of the change versus the proper distance before the change. 

Detecting GWs  

 

Unlike electromagnetic waves, GWs interact very weakly with matter as compared to any 

kind of electromagnetic radiation. So, even if GWs are generated by the motion of anything 

which has mass, detectable GWs are produced only by the acceleration of bodies with mass 

of a few times that of the sun moving at speeds close to that of the speed of light. Even 

these GWs are extremely weak to be detected. To give a perspective, if a pair of stars of a 

few solar masses is orbiting each other in a tight binary orbit, the GW emission is so weak 

that the strain in the space time fabric is only about 10-23.     Being able to detect these GWs is 

like being able to detect a change of 5mm in a rod of length 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 

meters!! 

GW observatories such as the LIGO take advantage of the fact that the distance between 

two objects changes as a GW passes between them. Not because the object moves, but 

because the space between the two objects itself contracts! It sounds unreal, but is a 

profound consequence of the General theory of relativity. As the speed of light is the only 

unchanging quantified physical phenomenon in the universal space-time, Using light as a 

'ruler' of sorts, we can accurately map this warping of space caused by a passing GW.  

                                                                                              Nikhil Naik (2nd yr. UG) 
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DEPARTMENT BULLETIN 

 New Faculty 

                                    

SAURAV PRAMANIK 

  Saurav Pramanik joined as an Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering at the Indian 

Institute Of Technology, Kharagpur in 2015. He was conferred with PHD degree from the 

Indian Institute Of Science, Bangalore in 2013 for studies in FRA/SFRA diagnostics of 

transformer winding, transformer modelling, fundamental studies on the impulse behaviour 

of transformer winding. He has done his M.Sc. at Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore in 

2010 for studies in Diagnostics of transformer winding using frequency response. He 

received POSOCO POWER SYSTEM AWARD (PPSA)-2014 for Doctoral Thesis and Young 

Researcher Award in 18th International Symposium on High Voltage Engineering in Seoul, 

Korea in 2013. 

ACHEIVEMENTS OF FACULTY AND STUDENTS 

  Prof. Amit Patra from the Dept. of Electrical Engineering at IIT Kharagpur was cited 

among the top researchers in the countries in a report published by the Ministry of 

Science and Technology.  Prof. Amit Patra, working on power management of 

integrated circuits, has carried out path breaking research on developing a design 

for efficient power supply circuits.  

 

  Three IIT-Kharagpur students have won an award from POSOCO, a subsidiary of 

Power Grid Corporation. Ishita Biswas from the electrical engineering department 

was recently awarded the POSOCO Power System Award (PPSA) 2016 under the 

Master category for her research work on "System Configuration and Control of DC 

Microgrid with Variable Generation and Storage". Ganeswara Rao Jada has been 

awarded under the Doctoral category for his research work on "Improved Distance 

Relay Performance during Power Swing Using Innovative Algorithms". Arghya Mitra 

was awarded under the Doctoral category for his research work on "Impacts of 

Integration of Doubly Fed Induction Generator Based Wind Farms on the Transient 

Stability of Power Systems". 
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Darjeeling 
 
 

Darjeeling is not just a poem; it’s a canvas of serenity. 

With my faded soul and drowsy eyes, I woke up to the deaden orange horizon 

blue sky sprinkled with violet, yellow shredded grey clouds. 

Darjeeling is not just a song; it’s an opera of accord. 

Where air smells like fresh droplets of rain and clouds gush over the dancing trees 

through sparkling green meadows, like a blanket of immaculacy gasping the gazer. 

where rays peeping through the smiling leaves, sparkling on a dew drop like an uncut 

diamond. 

Darjeeling is not just a painting; it’s a masterpiece of creator. 

Where the sapping race for betterment seems a forgotten lie and 

Humility of the people smiling as they pass seems like a diving truth, 

All the hustle of speeding race for achievements seems like a vague dilemma 

And steady, deep look in lama’s eyes seems abounding. 

Darjeeling is not just a thought; it’s an answer to my questioning soul. 

Where I hear my rugged shoes for distance and sound of the wind 

like it’s singing a melody to me, where a strawberry tree spreads its smell 

Like a dancing peacock spreading its wings. 

Darjeeling is not just a flower; it’s a bouquet of allure. 

Darjeeling to me is not just an experience; it’s a wait to be with myself. 

-  

-  

- Ravi Yadav 
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Never Mind 

 

Never mind about yesterday, today is bright and beautiful. 

Never mind about tomorrow, today is ‘present’ in your hands. 

Never mind if someone leaves you, they are not a part of the journey that follows. 

Never mind if someone talks behind your back, they are behind you. 

Never mind if someone tears you down, in a way you build up from the lessons learnt. 

Never mind if someone curses you, karma will curse them back. 

Never mind if someone hurts you, silence and success is the best revenge. 

Never mind if you lose something, you never own it. 

Never mind if you feel lonely, solitude is bliss. 

Never mind if someone hates you, there is no need to please everyone. 

Never mind about the results, give your best in whatever you do. 

Never mind about struggles and criticisms you face, they help you realise your strengths. 

Never mind about anything, there is reason behind everything. 

 

-Atul Patel  
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|| ২৪শে জলুাই || 
জলুাই মাস এলল মযাটিনি শো 
ছনির িাইলিলল শ ামার িাম 

নিরনিলির এই মায়ানিলাস 

িাঙানলমালের এ িিিাম 

 

ওলেললা কাললা হলল নক আলস যায় 

নিখুুঁ  জািল ি শ্রীম ী শসি 

িিপলােী শকি উিাস ওই 

স্বয়ং শিযামলকে শিলখ এললি 

 

িা-হয় শিরী হলি হানরলয় সুর 

পে িা শেষ শহাক, পলরায়া শিই 

স্বপ্ন জ্বলল ওলে শ াধূনলরং 

যাো শুরু হলি শস আললাল ই 

 

হানসল  িাওয়া পাওয়া অন্তহীি 

িাহনি িমকায় পাের লাল 

োিটহা া শছায় শ্রািণলমঘ 

অল্প ভারী শো ুঁলি িায়ক-িাল 

 

নিপাো-জল ছ ুঁ লয় আললা-আুঁধার 

সিার উপলর শক – জিাি শিই 

আগুলি পুলে যায়  ালসর ঘর 

সিরম ী শমলে নহংলালজই 

 

েহর-রাজপে, িি্ধু কই 

রাজা িা সন্ন্যাসী- ছদ্মলিে 

ওধালর নিরালায় শভালরর ফুল 

সূয ট ড িললই অঙ্ক শেষ 

 

ন নরে শহাক িানক আলরাই পাুঁি 

ইন্দ্রধিুল ই নির সময় 

অরুণ জ্বললছি অনিি টাণ 

গুরুর কখলিা নক িয়স হয়? 

 

কাললর আললয়াও শমলিলছ হার 

শ্রািণ আলস আর শ্রািণ যায় 
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জলুাই, টিনভ আর শ ামার মুখ 

মযাজজক শিুঁলি োলক, রূপকোয়...... 
 

 
 

-Anwesha Sengupta 

Himalayas from Airplane 

 
 

-Angshudeep Majumdar 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153083169000954&set=a.473208470953.249085.722595953&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153083169000954&set=a.473208470953.249085.722595953&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10153083169000954&set=a.473208470953.249085.722595953&type=3
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- A.S. Duddu 
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-Debasmita Mondal 

 
 

A Busy Street 

 
-Anushree Basu 
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HAPPENINGS IN AND AROUND 

Freshers’ Introduction: 
The orientation cum welcome event for freshers was organized. The principle objective of 
the event was to give the new-comers an overall idea about their upcoming experiences and 
expectations from the department. It was an open ground for interaction among the 
freshers as well as their seniors. 
 

Discharge 
The principle objective of the event was to increase junior-senior interaction in the 
department. The event started with a short interaction with the freshers. It was followed by 
a quiz session having two rounds - Prelims and Finals. 20 questions were asked in the 
prelims to all the teams, the questions were based on IIT Kharagpur campus, popular movies 
, Tv series as well as Modern technology. Out of all the teams 4 teams were selected based 
on their performance in prelims. At last some games like dart throwing were played and 
after that prizes were given to the top three teams who won the respective positions in the 
quiz.  
 

Alumni Meet 
This year the First Graduating Batch of 1955, the Golden Jubilee batch of 1966, the Ruby 
Jubilee batch of 1976 and the Silver Jubilee batch of 1991 were the special guests of honour. 
The Alumni, who came from all over the globe, to meet their pals after a very long gap, were 
very excited to visit their department. They were seen taking the photos of labs and classes 
they shared together.  
 

Teacher’s Day 
EE Society marked the celebration of Teacher’s Day with a good turnout of students from- 
B.Tech, PG, MS, Ph.D and of-course in presence of our dear teachers. Event was inaugurated 
by the Head of the Department, Prof. Siddhartha Sen, who highlighted the importance of 
celebrating Teacher's day, and shed light on Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan. This was followed 
by a cake-cutting ceremony. Some of the teachers shared their views as well. Their 
participation made the event a memorable one. 
 

Impulse 
The ultimate goal of the society was achieved this year where the inaugural edition of 
Electrical Engineering Departmental fest, IMPULSE was held. A total of 7 events were 
conducted with participation from various colleges from West Bengal.  
 

Funda Sessions 
EES has organised various funda sessions for the students sitting for placements and also for 
those who were trying for internships. The placed junta were contacted and time was 
arranged for funda sessions. It saw a lot of participation. 
With a successful academic year with fun-filled activities, EES is looking forward to do a lot 
more in next coming years. 
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Annual Alumni Meet 

 Always in our lifetime we dream about going back to our childhood and starting things 

afresh as we consider that things were much better when we were children. But we never 

think of growing old or think what will happen 40 -50 years down the line. And whenever we 

think we see grave, dull, shabby life of an old man/woman. But first time in my life one 

evening made me see how beautiful life can be at an age of 60 also.  It happened to be 

another chilly winter day of January with the intervention of some abrupt cold shivering 

winds from the north. But something interesting and rejuvenating started in IIT that day. It 

was the first day of the 12th Annual Alumni Meet. The campus was crowded with ex-IITans. 

Taking out some time from the regular schedule of Lab to hostel I decided to take a peep in 

the show which was organised for the alumni at Netaji Auditorium. As I entered the 

auditorium a very melodious voice reached my year. As I climbed up the stairs I got a 

glimpse of the singer. She was may be in her 60s wearing a pair of black jeans, a light 

coloured top and a black sweater. Not a single person was there with a smart phone who 

didn't capture the video of that lady. It was not only the quality of the voice which 

mesmerised the audience, but it was the way she sang; carefree, relaxed and content.  

As the show ended, I stood there by the road as a silent observer as the alumni started 

coming out of the auditorium one by one reminiscing about their once spent golden days in 

the campus. A tag hung around the neck of each one of them announcing their year of pass 

out. Their faces were filled with wrinkle as years have taken its toll on them, shoulders 

drooped due to the age but yet they were standing upright. They were so smart and carried 

such a magnificent personality that we the youth of present generation felt inferior to them. 

There was a glow in their faces which the years have failed to snatch away from them.  

Some of the people were with their families to show them where they have spent a good 

number of years of their life crowded with assignments, fighting with deadlines, repenting 

for mistakes, romancing with their lovers, lighting up hostels during illu, semester nights at 

Maggu room and of course not to forget the yummy 3 a. m breakfasts at Chhedis. 

 Today all of them are in different places, some are NRIs, some maybe professors in some 

other IITs, some retired officials, some entrepreneurs all with different backgrounds, with 

varying amount of bank balance in their accounts but from heart they are same - they are 

ex-IIT ans. After two days they all will return to their respective homes and workplaces but 

for those two days they were here forgetting every tension in life which they have already 

overcome or those which are yet to come, ignoring all work which are still left incomplete. 

The jovial nature  and smiling faces of all those handsome gentlemen and lovely ladies made 

me feel happy to think about my own old age. As i was standing, a feeling of pride crawled  

in to my heart, thinking that one day after pass out maybe 30 or 40 years down the line 

when I visit the campus I will also be an alumnus of IIT Kharagpur. IIT Kgp I salute you.  

“Kgp ka tempo high hai” 

-Anushree Basu 
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A SNEAK PEAK 

Here are some snapshots telling you many stories from our events last year :  

 

Freshers’ 
Welcome 

 

 

 

         

 

Teachers’ Day 

 

Impulse- Fest 
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Alumni Meet 

 

 

 

Farewell’
15 

 

 

 

Industrial 
Trip 
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Farewell 

 

           

 

Funda Session 

 

 

Fest Prize 
Distribution 
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HONOUR ROLLS’ 

DUAL DEGREE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

11EE35001 JUVVANAPUDI SATISH 11EE35013 GURSEWAK SINGH SIDHU 
11EE35002 PRADEEP AGRAWAL 11EE35014 HARSHIT 
11EE35003 GODHALA RAKESH 11EE35015 N VENKATA SRIKANTH 
11EE35004 PUNEET DWIVEDI 11EE35016 ZADE SANJYOT SAMARTH 
11EE35005 PRANAY KR LOHIA 11EE35017 DILIP CHANDRAWAT 
11EE35006 RAMBHATLA SAI SAKETH 11EE35018 UTKARSH AGARWAL 
11EE35007 PRAVEEN KUMAR 11EE35019 NAVEEN PANWAR 
11EE35008 RATALA LALITHA 11EE35020 TEJA MANNEPALLI 
11EE35009 RONIT RANJAN 11EE35021 PATITAPABAN PALO 
11EE35010 ASHWIN SINGH 11EE35022 ADIL ZAFAR 
11EE35011 SAURABH SIHAG 11EE35023 RUPESH P BANSAL 
11EE35012 ABHISHEK KUMAR AGRAWAL 11EE35024 SHAIK THASIR AHMED 
11EE30009 OJASWA ANAND 11EE33001 SIDDHARTH TYAGI 
11EE30022 VULLAM KARTHIK 11EE33002 P SAI BHARADWAJ 
11EE34001 SAGEN MANDI 11EE33003 AKSHAY SINGH 
11EE34002 VIVEK KUMAR CHOUHAN 11EE32001 HARIT BANSAL 
11EE34003 DEBASISH PRADHAN   

 

B.TECH IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

11EE10004 ABHISHEK SAHAI 12EE10032 PRACHI GUPTA 

12EE10001 AISHWARYA SINGH 12EE10034 RAJAT KUMAR KHETAN 

12EE10002 ANAND BARMAN 12EE10035 RAKESH ROSHAN BEHERA 

12EE10003 ANAND SINGH 12EE10036 RANGUDU PAVAN 

12EE10004 ANKIT DEORA 12EE10037 RAUNAK BIDASARIA 

12EE10005 AVINASH PEDASINGU 12EE10038 SAKHARE SAKET N 

12EE10006 BHARATHA SURYA CHANDRA 12EE10039 SENCHANDRA 

12EE10007 BHUVANESHWARAN B 12EE10040 SHIVAM SINGH 

12EE10009 DEEPANSHU PARIYANI 12EE10041 SHIVANG 

12EE10010 DHARAMSARE RAVIKANT  12EE10042 SHIVANSH KUMAR 

12EE10011 DUBA KALYAN ARAVIND 12EE10043 SHYAM SUNDER 

12EE10012 GAGAN GOEL 12EE10044 SIRIN SANCHAY 

12EE10013 GANGARAPU RAMESH BABU 12EE10045 SIVABISHEK DARAPU 

12EE10014 GOLI SAI KRISHNA 12EE10046 SOHAIL AHASAN 
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12EE10015 GUNUKULA RAKESH REDDY 12EE10047 SUBHOJIT DUTTA 

12EE10016 H D VAISHALI 12EE10050 THATI AJAY BABU 

12EE10017 HARI PRASANNA DAS 12EE10051 V ABHISHEK 

12EE10018 HIMANSHU AGARWAL 12EE10052 VEESAM AJAY KUMAR 

12EE10019 JAGANNADHA SRIKAR UPPADA 12EE10053 VIKASH KUMAR 

12EE10020 K REVANTH KUMAR REDDY 12EE10054 VIMAL PRATAP SINGH 

12EE10021 K V SAI GIRIDHAR REDDY 12EE10055 VIVEK KUMAR VERMA 

12EE10022 KODALI SRINATH CHOWDARY 12EE10056 YOGESH VERMA 

12EE10024 LAVNEESH NYOL 12EE10057 ASHWAQUE E MALAYIL 

12EE10025 LUNAVATH HARIVAMSHI 12EE10058  SHIMONA NIHARIKA 

12EE10026 MAHENDRA PRATAP JEWARIA 12EE10059 SAI SRIVATSA R 

12EE10027 MAUSAMJEET KHATUA 12EE10060 PRASOON BOPCHE 

12EE10064 DALEEF RAHMAN K 12EE10061 LAGADAPATI AKHIL 

12EE10030 NARENDRA CHOUDHARY 12EE10062 AMLAN PATRO 

12EE10031 PALTERU GIRISH 12EE10063 SOURAV BASU 

 

B.TECH IN INSTRUMENTATION ENGINEERING 

12IE10004 AMANDEEP CHANYAL 12IE10020 PRABHATH YELURI 

12IE10005 ANIMESH MONDAL 12IE10021 PRADEEPTA DAS 

12IE10007 BARATAM CHANDINI 12IE10023 RIMIL HEMBROM 

12IE10008 BODEPU LAKSHMI LAVANYA 12IE10024 SEBIN JOSEPH MATHEW 

12IE10009 B S K TEJA 12IE10025 SHAILJA 

12IE10010 DAIDA DHEERAJ REDDY 12IE10026 SHRISTI AGARWAL 

12IE10011 GAURAV RATHI 12IE10027 SUSHIL KUMAR 

12IE10012 GURRAM MAHESH BABU 12IE10028 TARUN PAL SINGH 

12IE10013 KARANAM SAI RAVI TEJA 12IE10029 UPPADA RAVIRAJ 

12IE10014 KONA VAIBHAV 12IE10030 VIPUL BHUNWAL 

12IE10015 MAINAK SARKAR 12IE10031 VIVEKANAND 

12IE10016 PADUCHURI SNEHITH 12IE10032 GAIRIK DUTTA 

12IE10017 PAIDI GANESH 12IE10033 DADI VENKATA SAINATH 

12IE10018 PALANCHU HASANTH 12IE10034 AVI GUPTA 

12IE10019 PHANI SAI CHAND GALI 12IE10035 GULLAPALLI RAVI TEJA 
12IE3EP05 ALOK DIXIT   
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M.TECH 

14EE64D01 SACHIN TOM JOHN 14EE64R08 CHANDRAKANT NIMESH 

14EE64D02 NAVEEN KUMAR 14EE64R09 SUJIT KUMAR BEHERA 

14EE64D03 SANTOSHKUMAR CHAVAN 14EE64R10 AKHILESH CHAUDHARY 

14EE64R04 PRINCE 14EE64R12 RACHANA SATHISH 

14EE64R13 KANHAIYA KUMAR JAJODIYA 14EE64R17 SUDESH KUMAR YADAV 

14EE64R14 EZZY JUZAR MAZHAR 14EE64R18 GIRME SOURABH SANJAY 

14EE64R15 SUMIT LOHIA   

 
14EE63Q01 GAURAV SINGH 14EE63R09 KONIKI HARINADH 

14EE63R02 ADITYA PRASAD MISHRA 14EE63R10 YOGESH KUMAR TIWARI 

14EE63R03 RAHUL MENDHE 14EE63R12 SUMIT GUPTA 

14EE63R06 GURRAM PRAVEEN KUMAR 14EE63R13 AVIRUP MAULIK 

14EE63R07 PRAKASH CHANDRA BEHERA 14EE63R14 SUNIL KUMAR PATRA 

 

14EE62D01 SOMAN ROHAN SHIREESH 14EE62R10 JAMPANI NAVEEN 

14EE62R01 PIYUSH ARUN MESHRAM 14EE62R11 KAILASH PRASAD BHAKAT 

14EE62R02 SOMNATH BURIULY 14EE62R12 VAISAKH K V 

14EE62R04 DODDI PRAVEEN KUMAR REDDY 14EE62R13 AJIT KUMAR 

14EE62R06 RAVI VERMA 14EE62R14 DOSAPATI VENKATA NAGA 
JAYA GANESH 14EE62R07 KURAPATI VINAY KUMAR 14EE62R15 RAJAT KUMAR 

14EE62R08 KOTI NAVEEN 14EE62S01 SNIGDHA JOSHI 

 
14EE61R01 JIBHKATE SHRITESH SATISH 14EE61R16 TUHIN SUVRA DAS 

14EE61R04 TAPOBRATA PAUL 14EE61R17 P TRINADHA NAGA SATISH 

14EE61R05 LINGOLU ADITYA MAHESH 14EE61R18 SHIBA PRASAD JENA 

14EE61R09 JUNIA SOSA GEORGE 14EE61R20 MANEM MOHANA UMA 
SAI 14EE61R12 AARTHI K 14EE61R21 KONDA SRIKANTH REDDY 

14EE61R14 DEEPAK KUMAR BEHERA 14EE61R22 AMAR KUMAR 

14EE61R15 NADENDLA RATHNAKAR 14EE61S01 SHUVAM CHAKRABORTY 

14EE6FX01 JETHRO ADAMS   
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Ph.D. 

08EE9403  SURAJIT PANJA 07EE9702  BOBY PHILIP 

06EE9403   SAYANTAN CHAKRABORTY 10EE9402  SUMIT KUMAR 

10EE9405   ARGHYA MITRA 
  

 

M.S. 

10EE7003   AVIK SADHU 12EE72P02   ANUSHREE BASU 

10EE70P05   SUDIPTA MAL 11EE72P05   PROCHETA CHATTERJEE   

12EE72P01   PARTHA PRATIM DAS   

 

 

 

-Pratish Bodhale 
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You never leave a place..It goes with you.. And you always leave a small part of you behind!  

 Here's what your friends have got to say about you— 

Abhishek Sahai Sahai Facebook pe aane mein itni der. ab DP badalne mein kitni der 
karega !!! But this guy personified dedication(Massive Respect) 

Aishwarya 
Singh 

Aish bindaas bandi, my partner in crime (in being late :P ), kuchhhh 
powers of ratna _/\_ and last minute preparations :D 

 Power House Store house of an infinite amount of energy, tempo and positivity! 

 The Bubbly 
Battian! :D 

One of the only few Battians who would make you feel different 
about the serious Batti Department. So much filled with the 
energy, she has never said no to help. :) Her jolliness, enthusiasm 
and tempo would always give you some boost at any point of time 
in a day! :D 

 Tempo Girl Just the sort of person you look to for tempo, for cheerfulness, for 
personality :) tumhare dep sento ka koi muqabla nahi kar sakta 
yaar, ek beach trip toh zaroor banti hai yaar :P Itne acche message 
ke liye expect some free OLA rides :) 

Ajay Kumar 
Veesam 

Glamour Ajay 
Sastry 

He also shares the most hilarious web jokes and also this guy is 
completely responsible for my addiction to 9gag few months back. 
I have shared a wonderful moments which I cannot forget Thanks 
mama .  

Akhil 
Lagadapati 

Akhil SF guy ;) very hardworking person, DepC boy, always regrets for 
that :P , very much interested in Finance and economics, finally 
ended up in Coding profile :P, very sensitive, becomes tensed more 
often but likes the way he managed to be a Financial head during 
the tough sems of Batti. Will surely miss him and All the best buddy 
for your future :D 

Amlan Patro amlan an honest person who always stick to his principles. a friend whom 
you can speak to about anything. 

 Local 
Wikipedia 

A very kind and helpful guy, always ready to hangout....Sorry bhai 
for keeping you at bay for all those CCD trips.. Keeps all the 
information, whether it be about cricket, football, germany or even 
Big Boss :) The only one whom I couldn't try out beer...Patro try it, 
it's good for health :) Expect a mimickery of Richard at our farewell. 
Keep rocking at IIM-C man :) 

 Patro I have asked the RK guy to have orange bar in JCB, u dont have to 
go hunting anymore. 

 Patro Da A person who either found in his room or talking on the phone in 
front of MS. The Bangladeshi who found refuge in India :P. 

Anand Barman Dalman Stuff guru 

 Kholu Bhaika Electrical ek passion tha aur, Trickiness khun mein thi, HD 
mein movies dekhne ka shauk aur barbie doll se khelne ki 
tamannna kabhi khattam nahi hui, aaj bhai ke paas sab kuch hai 
Schlumberger hai, paisa hai, badi beard hai, bhumrrah ka action 
hai, lekin bhai ke paas measurment samjhane waala nah :'( 

ANAND SINGH Anand Are Anand !! Bada Anand aaraha hai  

Ankit Deora Deora Kabhie toh bahar khane chal le !! 
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 Sugandhi Digital electronics aur CAOS ki class mein sugandh lene ka nasha jo 
deora ko chada ki woh iss shristi ko chodkar kahin jaana hi nahi 
chahta tha. Brothers for life have a lot of memories together 
.....2017 mein stipend milega toh tujhe bata dunga :P 

 Deora Dude The decent & responsible guy in the house like Mohnish Behl of 
Hum 
Sath Sath Hain :P Ultimate coding stud, jo log 4 saal mein karte 
hain, bande ne 4 mahine mein kar liya _/\_, Smart & simple :) Bas 
ab sugandh lena chor do be...woh ab door ja rahi hai :P 

Avi Gupta gupto chatter box 

 gupta The bandhi stud muggu 

Avinash 
Pedasingu 

Biggy the 
peddodu 

Was the GYmsonnnnnn ... Is the only Gymsonnnn.. the gonna be 
only Gymsonnn. My best friend from 5 years.. My jangri of 
jharkhand.  

Bodepu 
Lakshmi 
Lavanya 

Lachakka Always mugging and roaming outside. 

 Good friend 
and a big 
maggu 

One of the biggest maggus i have ever seen......my all time labbie. 
Without her my Btech life wouldn't be this fun and interesting. She 
has always been there for me. I will never forget all the crazy 
things(getting out of CAOS class, night outs, trips, last night exam 
preparations) we did together. Hope we will be roommates in 
Bangalore. 

 Bode Plot A fusion of desponess, magguness and craziness. The best food-
mate available, always ready to hang out, crazy about LS for 
various reasons, always crying about acads.  

 Lavs, Bodepu Spicy girl who dont like sweet :D , very hardworking, Maggu :D , a 
very good friend of mine, Thank you so much for accepting my 
apologize. All the best for future.Do hope u will finally like sweet :D 

 lavanya too much tempo to roam and hang outs. smart, hard working. 

 Bode plot Totally unpredictable and spontaneous! Has multiple facets to her 
personality many of which remain hidden from those not well 
acquainted with her. 

Bolla Santhosh 
Krishna Teja 

bandodu 2 Super cool friend  

 Bandodu 2 Ever witty guy. I have never seen him being harsh on others. A 
really kind guy. He knows about himself very well. Thats the best 
quality I like about him 

 Bondam 
Babuu 

He is the balayya of Instru .. Temper Lechiddi.. Ma nanna temper.. 
Ma thata Temperr.. He is the Bonda of Bajarangi Bhaijan :P ... He is 
the pride of Eluru. 

 bondubabu The dictator :P 

Chandan 
Kumar 

Chandan da Why u not change DP :O :P  

Chandini 
Baratam 

Professor Teaches us before the exams 

 chandhu My confidence booster. And who could bear with me. 
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 chandini sweet, simple & a good friend. an expert in praising others and 
feeling insecure. start believing more in urself. 

 Daddy's girl Silent maggu, mad about complexion, too sweet and friendly, can 
always count on her for proxy and notes! 

 Dependable Ever helpful and cheerful. Rarely refuses those in need of 
assistance or advice. 

 chandini a very good friend of mine, likes the way she calls me "raanngudu" 
, helpful maggu , the way she get irritated when someone calls her 
maggu is too funny, surely , gonna miss her notes and All the best 
for your future :D 

 The Notes 
Maker 

One of the finest maggus in our instru, source of notes and the 
professor 

Dadi Venkat 
Sainath 

Dady Presumes himself to be always right with his garnered funda :P 
Simple, sincere and studious one  

 venkat simple, friendly but always desperate(except for the last semester). 
i cant thank u enough for being there during placement times. BTP 
ka kaam kar le be :P  

 sainath Always starts conversation with "pradeepta" :P :P  

 Pedda logja Woww mind blowing management of the multiple of the streams 
of the finance, the coding, the bandi, the acads, the friends, oo too 
many. This guy is the konda of kajikisthan. Rey stop messaging 
when u r in journeys. 

 Dadi the one with arbit funda 

Daida dheeraj 
reddy 

DJ Beware of his DaidaJokes. Pumped with loads of energy and 
umpteen number of PJs  

 Dalda PR 

 Dheeraj the fun labbie, tickle him and see him jump like a cat, PJ box 

 thammudu My brother in the campus and the most hilarious. 

Daleef 
Rahman  

Miser guy, 
Exam-Buddy 

A hard working and sincere person. A good friend but racist one -_-  

 Mr. Peace My favourite Tech Keralite !!! The Gawd of Peace !!! (literally :P)!! 

Deepanshu 
Pariyani 

ideal man be it studies, be it behaving oneself - he perfects them all. hard 
working and smart. excellent listener. one of the very few guys 
who is capable of listening to all ur craps and still don't mind. has 
the capability of thinking deep and have an active interest in 
everything. 

 Pariyani Dude !! U just missed last lect notes 

 Sr. Load Mgr. Height of sincerity, dedication, and all such related synonyms. 
Extremely helpful and fun to talk to! 

 Pariyani Kuch padata hai banda...will never forget those few minutes of 
drives class..jo rata tha be tumne ultimate _/\_Super listener - can 
talk to you for hours and you still would be listening with 
intent..tension na liya karo, jald hi patne wali hai be 
bandi...Qualcomm waits for this STUD 

 Pariyani Apna bhai !! Apna swag !! Azad ka cool dude !! 

   

Dilip gollu We had a lot of funny moments when we are labbies. you teased 
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Chandrawat me till I am good in hindi and that payed off really well. Cheers to 
all the times ahead and for all the time we had. 

DIVYA 
PRAKASH 

Helpful  As a friend who exorcised my phobia of studying semiconductors 
:D As a brother who helped me with Physics II at the last moment 
when I was freaking out while he himself was freaking out. As the 
guy who always had money to lend me. :P  
My first friend from BATTI.  
Bas paani pilane me nakhre karta hai -_-  

Gagan Goel gagan the gawd! extremely smart and very choosy. once he puts his mind 
to something there is nothing but success. very supportive at the 
time of need. 

 Mota I just heard u r not to prague !! Burn dude.. waise rehne ka kharcha 
dena bangy me !! 

 Motaaaaaaa The first true friend I made at KGP. His so called "non fatty belly" 
can show you how enthu a foodie he is :) Sorry for the Bike incident 
:P Although atleast I didn't kill anyone :)... A Chill buddy!! Highly 
cool!! Never looses temper!! Very easy going!! With all the VISA 
powers, jald hi shaadi ka invitation aane wala hai apne paas :) 
Gonna miss those Dhoni fights :( 

Gairik Dutta 4 year Labbie 
; Acads Stud  

Same section since first year,came to same course at the end of 
first year. I will never forget those fights in our group scolding 
bongs :p and you supporting them. First person I would contact to 
know anything related to acads. 

 Gairik When ever i heard him i want to ask peke baat kar raha kya ?? 

 garik maggu saala 

   

Gaurav Rathi Rathi labby 

Giridhar Reddy Giridhar 
babu 

The most creative guy i have ever known. He believes in hard work. 
He can really manage a team very well. :)  

 Grdr The most notorious guy I have ever met. U made me eat curd rice 
in a treat.. :P 

 Reddy Second year ka neighbour !! 

Girish Palteru Paali :P Highly Insecure :P :P , TV series buddy :D  

Gullapalli Ravi 
Teja 

Stud Gulla / 
Uncle 

Fatty Funny boy. One of the best pal. 
#Gulla_for_VP 

 Showllapalli 
Showiteja 
(Good Buoyy) 

The only friend with no crush in his life time.. not even Pragya 
chandra ( how is it possible ?? ). Gulla the good boy. 

Gurram 
Mahesh Babu 

Gurram Best Buddy, he thinks that he is "The Bandhi STUD" _/\_ :P  

 the man of 
masses 

Startup Stud. Most admired thing to be learned from gurram is the 
importance he gives to his friends. He is the Gorilla of Gangtok 

Hari Prasanna 
Das 

Affable He is very intelligent,helpful,humorous ,hospitable aur inn sab k 
sath sath wo bundi stud bhi hai. Always 'MACHAU' .Stay Same 
forever. 

 Canny Undoubtedly Hari is a sly, adroit and harmonious guy. He is one 
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who always proves " THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT THE FUTURE IS TO 
CREATE IT ." 

 Godly(Hari) His day starts and ends with worshiping God, sincere Maggu of 
batti dept. who had crush on a girl of same dept. but never 
proposed her because she was his competitor in acads. 
Assignments distributor on critical times. Helping,caring are his 
qualities. His tag line after seeing couples "Esa life to humara kabhi 
nahi hoga!" and his friends are like "Uncle ji peace maaro, mummy 
acchi ladki dhundh degi." 

 Hari I feel sorry for u when u sit on second bench !!  

 Maggu Hari Are yaar kuch nhi Pada and still ends up getting an Ex. 
but a nice friend to hang with... 

 The 
Conqueror :P 

Hari is that one proactive guy on whom this fits: 'Ek baar jo maine 
determination kar li… Uske baad main apne aap ki bhi nahi sunta' 
:P Be it, AIRBUS ka project or coming to Wonderla all the way from 
so far, once he has decided, that shall be executed. :D  

 The long-
time labbie 

A teammate who will stand by your side through endless hours of 
trepidation and help you walk the rugged path. 

 Hari Bhai power ke siwa bhi subjects hain department mein :P 

 Thor Mr.Hari prasanna Das is a versatile immensely talented individual 
having variety of interests.He chases after many things and 
individuals :p.He is an artist in all aspects. 

Harishankarpa
van Rangudu  

Mama's boy My best Co-intern.Very sweet.  

 VLSI Pavan The guy who makes every attendance a fun one :)...One of the 
most chilled out guys to have around, never stresses out in any 
kind of situation, made my life pretty easy by arranging all those 
spons...TAs maaf nahi karenge rangudu, bahut dimag khaya hai 
tumne unka yeh 4 saal... All the very best man :) 

 For 
classnotes 
and proxy. 

A telugu guy who loves hindi more than telugu 

 WWS Co-
mentor :P  

You'll always be remembered as person who would confuse the 
professors with his name :P and of course, for all the good times! 
:D Super-talented yet sooo modest about his work. A person with 
an immense zeal to learn. :)  

 Shadow of 
Batman, 
Ranga, 

He claims that he was not a maggu, he was made a maggu. He 
mugs for time pass because he do not have anything else to do in 
the free time. 

 Ranga the 
donga 

I will definitely not introduce him with his name --- Rangudu Sri 
Venkata Lakshmi Narasimha Hari Shankar Pavan or shortly by 
Rangudu SVLNHS Pavan !!! One of the smartest guys I have ever 
met and a goto guy for all the telugu battians for the 
notes,assignments,exams, whatnot.. 

 Rangudu TA ke har question ke short notes banane ki jarurat nahi hoti !!  
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Hasanth 
Palanchu 

Showlanchu Show off, Cries like a "BABY" :P  

 Maari The one with maari swag 

 nomad of 
kgp :p.  

get frustrated -> msg Chocos maari on fb and wait for 5 min you 
will start laughing like hell with his jokes. Never stays in his own 
room and roams spreading his happiness across kgp with his PJs :p. 
Too much muti tasker that keeps his book in front and then sleeps 
on the table watching movie _./\_ 

HD Vaishali Professor's 
Favourite 
Stud(ent) :P 

Her machauness leads her to become favourite student of every 
professor in dept. Equally cool in attitude....Take a bow 

Karanam Sai 
Ravi Teja 

Ravi Teja Rarely felt happy with his performance, Bhari Self Respect :D, Hard 
worker _/\_ 

 Karnam 
buoyy 

He is the dedicated to the service of the nation the. He distributes 
choclates every year on his birthday to orphans which I like the 
most in him. He is the gangs of the wasseypur of tropic of cancer. 

Kona Vaibhav  Kona bhav bhav 

 Kona Never comes out :P  

 Kona The ever calm, cheerful and friendly guy I have ever known. He 
doesn't loose his calmness ever. Being your lab mate was the best 
thing man :) 

 KOnaaaaaa He is highly Spiritual which I admire and the best thing is he tries to 
maintain a peaceful mind at all instant however critical it might be I 
don't give a shit about it. I am Kona of California 

Lalithe Ratala selfie 
please!!!! 

A very traditional, cultured and sensible girl who values our 
customs and values. a family oriented girl who always be obedient 
to her parents. A die hard fan of selfies and a constant chit 
chatterer. All the very best for you future. 

MAHENDRA 
PRATAP 
JEWARIA 

Jewaria Bhai Daddy ke class teri attendance merse jyada hai !! 

Mausamjeet 
Khatua 

Maggu Bhai The power electronics stud, who can relate each and everything of 
the universe to electrical engineering domain! His coolness took 
quite a lot time to be expressed unlike his thyristors which run in 
micro seconds.. :P 

 The Engineer One person who has become an Electrical Engineer in true sense is 
him.Any issue related to machines, power, drives, he is the 
encyclopedia.A very humble and less talkative person he is meant 
for great things. 

 9.6 9.6 !!! That's enough !!! 

Mundru Dora 
Babu 

Dhruvvv I admire dhruvv for the value he gives to his friends just like gurram 
they are always ready to do whatever it takes. This guy is the real 
Bandhi stud of all my friends :P . Thanks mama for all the 
wonderful moments  

Nallanthighal 
Venkata 
Srikanth 

Mr.cool He is exceptionally intelligent with ice cool and optimistic attitude. 
He is helping, caring and motivating. He is always enthusiastic to 
adventure new things and a catalyst who energizes an otherwise 
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dull environment. His positive attitude is a boon to both him and 
also others. Had an awesome chai and friend in you. All the best. 
Keep going. 

NARENDRA 
CHOUDHARY 

Choudhary Jab bhi haircut aur dye karaye, price pooch lena !! 

 Movie freak I enjoy watching movies with him. Most of hall junta comes to him 
for movie suggestion. His laptop is his best buddy. Now a days, I 
see him smiling, blushing and typing in the phone. Probably, some 
important talks going on :P. I will not forget the countless no. of 
2.2's we did together. 

 Entertainmen
t Guru 

Movies,TV Series,Music, Love Advice, u name it. He is ur go to guy 
:P He wants to become a writer. Hope to see u become one 
someday. 

Naveen 
Panwar  

Nonu The one with smiley face all the time. Kudos to all the time we had 
in the hall and department :) 

Paduchuri 
snehith  

Snehith Money Money Money _/\_ 

 Snehith He is the future president of India from Nalcheruvu. He is highly 
calculated and if someone wants to know what are the pros of 
making huge money I would ask him to consult Snehith ( Naparayi 
of Nallacheruvu ). Snehith is also a gud boyy. 

Paidi Ganesh Paidi Ram Ram Krishn Krishn  

 Paidi Babu Paidi the Krishna of Kgp. He is a very good guy and manages 
everything inspite of having hectic schedules. I had given many 
disastrous vivas along with him.  

Palteru Girish PG PG Two PG's, u know the other. We have always teased him with PG-
PG connetion. Stud TT player after me :P.  

 Girimaa Very calm going, Amul baby :P Plans to do several things, finally 
ends up in watching TV serials, constantly motivates me to study 
and do the assignments for the benefit of all. Thank you so much 
for being such a lovely friend. Miss u a lot. All the best for your 
Future :) 

 SilentLover A man with no dark side who considers Naruto is better the One 
Piece. Judge for yourself.  

Phani Sai 
Chand Gali 

Gali The muggu boy 
Sincere, straight and innocent 

 Cool guy Gali devudu 

 Gali The one who follows the saying " honesty is the best policy"  
P.S - it's not a compliment  

 Gali Babu sleepy guy 

 sweet guy The most sweet guy i have ever met. Always ready to help. 

 GPL 
Ambidextrou
s. 

Don;t ever tell him when ur bday is. I swear he will make you cry on 
your bday for sure with him left hand strength. 

 Dimple boy Very strong and good at heart. A sports star. 

 Gali Baa Sleepy hallow :P Gives a great company and fun to be around :) 

 Gali Our sets of favourite heroines and crushes have a high correlation. 
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He is also gud boyy. Movie Lover. His laziness is his asset. He is the 
Pigeoto of Pokemon 

 Phani The most virtuous person ever, kind and friendly, always gives a 
free ride, extremely patient, sports guy 

Prabhat Yelluri TrueNehruite Filled with overflowing hall tempo Always ready to do whatever, 
whenever and however for Nehru Hall be it no matter what it takes 
:P 

 gaaru you showed everybody how to fight back. ese hi tempo and cool 
attitude banake rakhna, then nobody can stop you from fulfilling ur 
dreams :). 

 sadist; 
Hardworking 
saint ( ;) ) 

One of the best friends since XI.Have faith in him. He will do 
anything for you. Nevertheless, sometimes he shows his sadism 
(:p). Hope our friendship journey continues as our interests match 
:) 

 Prabhath  U better shut up when u sense heat in the argument :P :P :P  

 Prema Pipasi Guy with best wallpaper collection which would take a lifetime to 
create one. 

 Prema Pipasi He is the only guy who cares about my CGPA more than me.. mama 
nuvvu thopu mama.. The Prabath of Pedavalteru. 

Prachi Gupta All rounder Excelling at every field, ranging from academics to 'bakar' to extra-
curriculars. 

 Miss 
Perfectionist 

The studdd bandi of batti...knows everything, does 
everything...from dance to acads, aise hi tempo rakhna hai yaar 
hamesha. And haan mere FB se itne saare proposals ke liye maafi 
:)...All the very best :) 

Pradeep 
Agarawal 

wingie the one who knows about exams, we knocked your room for every 
exam. I will remember the debates we had about what ever is 
going on in the world.  

Pradeepta Das Despo Das Desperate all the time, gali dena koi isse seekhe, free funde 24 * 7, 
best labbie I could have ever got, smart-simple-friendly 

 Despo-Das Talented and Hardworking. Should really find a replacement for the 
word 'shit' from his dictionary. 

 Funda god He will have a theory on every topic. Big maggu. 

 Prad shitt Big funda God of all times. But very supportive at needy times. 

 Pradeepta The stud.... the person who has improved himself the most in these 
four years.one person with whom you can bhaat non stop on any 
topic. 

 Pradeepttthh
hhoo (odiya 
version :p) 

chandipur trip convo and ur bipolar disorder funda :o 
 

 pradeeptuhh the one with a curved ending ( both name wise and personality 
wise) 

 Tv-series 
freak 

Maggu :p Arrives first in the class, finishes the experiment first, first 
in everything! But an amazing friend who is always ready to help 
you out  

 Ulti-STUD The biggest Fundebaaz in the department. He can talk volumes 
about a topic without having a clue about it. The most hardworking 
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person I ever met here. Can't describe the efforts you put in the 
dep magazine and other events. Don't take load yaar - there will be 
lot many 'Anmols' in your life, there has to be many, pehli wali 
Family Restaurant se jayegi, doosri train se :)... Just stay positive 
man - Google ka agla CEO bhi IIT KGP se hi hoga :) 

Prasoon 
bopche 

Bopche Bopche 

 Bopche Bopche kuch peace maaru banda hai...Doesn't take load of acads 
(ps: which is why he has maintained a good CGPA till now :P). 
Always tests his capacity. Awesome person. Going to miss u lot. 

 BOPCHE APRIL fool day banate rehna hamesha !! 

Rajat Khetan  Fundebaaz A very brilliant but lazy person. A very good friend and entertaining 
dost.  

 Khetan LLR ki mess me RP se jyada baar khaya hai !! 

Rakesh Roshan 
Behera  

Behera Richard ka mouse gayab tune hi kiya tha !! 

 Chutiya Bohot bada gaandu hai, Big Bazaar se Chicken masala ka packet 
churaya tha :D Mai to ise poora PSI maarunga :P Ooriya pagalchod 
Jokes apart, He knows how to take care of his own stuffs. A lot of 
times his ability to memorise things has surprised me. And if he 
says that he plays better cricket than me, dont believe him -_-  

 Bora/Glutton
/ F-logics 

His life mantra: Eat till explode. Biggest th**ki in the world. Master 
of "jugaad". Need any help, any information, any work to be done, 
ask this man.  
He is life of every party/gather, with his F-logics and jokes. 

Raunak 
Bidasaria 

Biddu The complete all rounder of the department - be it his sketches 
(which he never made of us), his passion for guitar and karaoke, his 
performance in acads, his PJ cracking skills or his expertise in 
making every girl his 'sister'. Bhai tu pakka consultant banega - HBS 
waits for you :) To the most amazing person I met here at KGP - 
Farewell my friend, you will be truly missed.  

 Biddu He can seriously solve any problem by just talking it out.Awesome 
communication skills he is the one to handle the professors in 
times of crisis. 

 ITC ka Tharki Inhe 'Khoobsurat' picture ka ek famous gaana bahut pasand hai. 
Sache Indori tum ho nahi banne ki kosish mat karo :P Abe ek do 
ache sketch bana ke dede yar jaane se phele. 

Ravi Raj Bakkoda Vidu mamulodu kadhu .. Robo spoof gawd... and the person who 
shares the most hilarious web jokes with me and also thanks for 
SUPERBAD ra ..  

Ravi Teja 
Gullapalli 

#Gull_Stud Met as a friend with whom u can play cricket. The later part of the 
journey was awesome.Be it depc, be it classes, be it labs we had 
fun together. Happy that we go to same place for work after our 
graduation. Those conversations about career path still reverb in 
my ears. Gulla funda _/\_ :p 

 GullStud issshtud 

 stud_gulla The one with a HUUUUUGEEEE tummy  
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 Gull Stud Very annoying :P  

Rimil 
Hembrom 

Dance Stud Always smiling, awesome labbie, great dancer and a lovely person 

 Ace dancer Sweet and polite, honest and helpful. 'Machau' in many ways! 

 Dancer oh ya! she's got some moves..she dances while we talk! The one 
with the lab advantage and undying love for chicken! 

 Rembrom My partner in crime( you know what I mean here). Ekdin ham dono 
bahut jyada mote hone wale hai. Ek dusre ka dukh samjhne wale 
dost :)  

 rimli very sweet and friendly person. awesome labbie. keep dancing :D 
may ur dream about dance institute come true :)  

Sai Srivatsa Irritating! Here's a brilliant guy, who's conquered the world [I guess this is the 
introduction you need, but not necessarily deserve :P]. Irritating at 
times, but extremely frank. Gets hassled quickly while solving 
assignments, fun to watch [from distance]. 

 The CS dude _/\_ level of knowledge. 
Works overtime to compensate for the slacking/incompetent lab 
mates for every EE lab till date (or so he's always claimed :P ) 

 SAI Stop eating ur collars and ur t-shirt, they wont look better once 
sucked ! 

Saket  Sakku Anime-loving and always a happy and cheerful person 

 Motu Khaane ke liye Ladna, Jaada Chicken khaana, Bal jhadne ke baad 
bhi ladki ko try karna. 

 Sakhare Lab ka kaam leya kar kabhie !! 

Sanjyot Zade Zade who was there for me whenever anything goes wrong.  

Satish 
Juvvanapudi 

Mr.Saint He is extremely hard working, dedicated person with cool and 
joyful attitude. He is a good thinker and an awesome philosopher. 
He is a realist and a person with social sensitivity. He is creative and 
has hobby of writing stories. He is passionate towards movie 
direction and is a die hard fan of Maniratnam. Had a very good 
time with you. All the best. 

Sebin Mathew joseph Smart, Witty, a friend to all! Canadians please call him to your land 
as soon as possible we don't want him in India anymore :p 

 Mallu Best labbie ever :)  

 Gossip 
Gawd/The 
informant 

Extremely helpful,generous,reliable and resourceful. Has the 
information of the entire world at his fingertips!  

 sebin bhai first, i am gonna miss our 'f' game a lot. billos incident, weird "esa 
karega", our end less bhaats - just too many memories :D. u were 
one of the very few persons whom i could speak my heart out. had 
a lot of fun with u in last 3 years. on a funnier note, will never 
forget our first meeting with mechanics book in ur hand on the first 
day of the 2nd semester :D :D. i wish we could work in the same 
place or go to the same university :( . stay in touch.  

 Show guy My keralite friend who always keeps bragging about kerala :P. He is 
one of my good friends in kgp. Says he love snow but cant even 
bear 10 degrees temperature :P, donno how will he manage in 
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future. He does a lot of show with his iphone. Mugs a lot. Very 
helpful in acads. Never blindly follow others, does what he 
believes. Cannot forget all the awesome night outs, trips, ccd 
preparations, habib hair cuts and many more we all did together. 

 Maggu The one who shares siva with me :P 

 ulti show The reason I could climb a mountain . A friend I’ll never forget. 

 Show bin He is also big fan of Keerthy Suresh just like me. His notes was the 
only reason why I liked Instrumentation Devices. He is selfless 
when it comes to sharing the knowledge. The best thing I liked in 
him was the habit of writing his daily experiences in a blog. 

Shailja Bhukkad My hard-working, inspiring and always-having-a-smile-on-her-face 
friend who I would miss a lot! She got me through classes and 
through labs where would seriously discuss strategies about how 
to cross the higher levels in 'Brain Dots'. 

 Sai-la-ja Really really smart, the labbie who does all the work, favourite 
dialogue - "kya cheej" 

 Stud-coder, 
IP Gawd 

Always full of energy. Though she'd refuse to admit it, is extremely 
skilled at her field of work. The flipkart placement speaks for itself. 

Shimona 
niharika 
dsouza john 

Shimona A lot of change from 2nd year till now, credit goes to Aishwarya I 
guess. Its actually fun talking and discussing things with you , and 
your notes , how would I have survived without them :P  

 #THE_Batti_
Goddess_shi
mmu 

The CGIST is still waiting for you... 

 Anon. This girl under the name of Anon. thinks she can fool anybody and 
spends hours trolling others...but she forgets her daddy is here  

 Batti 
Gawdess  

The one with the perfect notes, excessively formal , too smart but 
too desperate, Grammar Nazi, Karnataka's brand ambassador 

 gawdess Sweetest person. At times lies about acads 

Shivang chotu bhai the guy who always behaves himself. very mature and optimistic 
personality. dep society aaj tere liye zinda hai. it was my honor 
working with you for those two years :) hats off to ur endless 
efforts in pursuing people. kya pata isiliye babaji ne predict kiya tha 
about love marriage :D bada aadmi banne ke baad bhai ko bhulna 
mat :D 

 Chotu You are a real STUD boy, you d everything so well , fun , acads , 
managing the department :P _/\_ for the help in assignments , 
kuchhh change after germany (y) and its good . banda with most 
enthu who not only says but shows the output (one example : 
department picnic :D ) 

 Chotu The most awesome friend you could ever have.The one thing you 
can learn from him is how to maintain your simplicity despite 
achieving great things.And as popularly known in the department 
as "Saviour" he truly is one. 

 STUD the stud of our department. Very kind and humble person. I am 
definitely going to miss him. Without his help, how would I have 
reached this far :P. Thank u shivang for everything. We will be best 
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friends ever. 

 Chotu Baal aur height hona bahut jaruri hai, CG toh aahi jaati hai !! 

 CGIST This 33 year old bald guy finally engineer ban gya 

 Batman - The 
Saviour of 
Department 

He is the DR1 of the department and has saved us many times as a 
one man army by providing the resources before the deadlines. 

 Chotu This is supposed to be funny. But in case of Shivang I cannot think 
of anything but good things about him. He is the nicest person I 
have ever met. You are a role model for everyone. Btw I hate those 
who call you chotu 

 Chotu He is the go to man for the whole batch or as we call him the 
"savior". The most calm and patient person i met in my kgp life. 
"The 32 year old guy :P" or as we call him sometimes "uncle " :P. 

Shristi Agarwal SA She is a very calm girl, always preferring going home over any other 
thing, even tests and exams but not above friends. I always missed 
you during weekends, but you compensated it with awesome 
home food. You are very bad at cycling, admit it!!  

 shristi “Fun, friendly, fantastic and finance head" - all packed into one. 
very smart and full of potential. bdw Padhai wagehra chodo and 
bakery business start karo khud ka :D.  

 The Cal-gal! By the time we finish introducing her, she'd have visited and 
returned from home twice! (no offence meant) 
Sharp and sweet, supplier of awesome food and a unique 
combination of many talents. 

 The 
Homesick 

Runs home every friday, cool girl attitude, friendly and funny, 
maggu + peace maaro type 

 Sugandhi Epitome of simplicity, tempo for society, always 'haan' wala 
attitude makes her a complete package you ask in a friend :) Bas 
thoda ghar kam jaya karo yaar :P ...And haan aise hi 'sungandh' 
phailate rehna :) Aise hi macahte rehna  

Sirin Sanchay Bandibaaj Very enthusiastic person but bahut sentimental hai. If u want to 
know how to approach a girl, you should definitely meet him. We 
have spent a lot of time together. Going to classes, labs together. I 
am going to miss his company badly.  

 shiiirin The one friend who always stood by me since first year. JNU jaake 
Khanahiya mat ban jaana :P aur Bangalore abse saath chalenge. 

 SIRIN IAS ko phod dalo 

 The Patriotic 
Patelian :P  

Sirin is an extremely sweet person with super convincing skills ( 
Thanks a lot :P ), a clear heart and a rational mind. I can never 
oversee the deterministic future plans you had since your very first 
year. One of the few who knew what he has to do and walked on 
that path since the very start. :) All the best! :D 

Sivabhishek Siva Cool, Handsome guy of batti dept, a big fan of Mahesh babu in fact 
he looks better than the latter :P , very hard-working guy , good 
tennis player, person with whom I have acquainted in a very short 
time.All the best dude for your future.  

Snehith bandodu brother 
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Paduchuri 

 Bond The one with a tractor smile 

 Finance 
funda Gawd 
_/\_  

Some one whom I can scold ,fight , roam and argue without any 
limit. Can't forget that day when I was alone in MMS class and met 
u in same dept and same interests and how our journey continued 

 Bandodu If you talk to snehith at first you may get a different idea that he 
doesn't care about small things and will not do anything which 
doesn't involve money( he always boasts about it :p). But he is very 
sensitive and does give importance to little things. He does care 
about friends. Future President of India. :P :P 

Sohail Ahasan The 
instigator 

Intelligent and hardworking(CGPA speaks for itself).Appears 
tension free and easy going at the surface, but is always up to 
something devious. Warning: Should not be mistaken for being an 
innocent introvert. Repeat, SHOULD NOT. Particularly dangerous 
when teamed up with the like minded. 

Sourav Basu Bass Basu is a down to earth guy who never takes credit for anything 
but helps everyone whole heatedly .He is a master of almost 
everything. But above all he is a miser 

Srikar Uppada OORU Cool headed, Unpunctual :p  

 ooru fellow  His problem solving skills are amazing. When ever I remember him 
I always get the picture of his broken front teeth(I know this is so 
bizarre). Excellent skills in english. 

Subhojit Dutta Dutta Going dominoes with ladies doesnt make u a feminist !!  

 The research 
stud 

Good natured and helpful. Has infinite knowledge and funda to 
share.  
Warning: Disaster strikes when this guy is teamed up with the rest 
of the Bengali gang. 

Surya Chandra Surya mam 
kakaaa 

My partner to hit the bhattagadu. He is also the gymsonn and the 
gonna be gymsonn.. MS studd ... alround performance...from bandi 
to bhatta...  

Sushil Kumar Chichora brother 

 How to saale  I have known him since my first year. He is more like a brother to 
me. My business partner in all the stupid things. :p  

V ABHISHEK Vellanki  Mobile pe facebook profiles dekhne se kuch nahi hoga !! 

 Vellanki, Abhi he doesn't like people calling him 'Vellanki' :P dont know why ? 
thank you so much for all the bike rides, person with lots of loads 
yet peace maartha hai :P , luck factor has always been on the other 
side, knows where he has done the mistakes yet do them again, 
very kind hearted and an awesome friend. surely gonna miss you 
and All the best buddy for your future :D 

Vaishali HD Vaishali you belong to a different world - i used to think this earlier in 2nd 
year :P kuchhh hifi thoughts . Stud !! 

 Silent genius Insightful, inquisitive, generous and brilliant on the background of 
her silent demeanour. 

Vimal Pratap Babu Yes babu !! yes. 

Vivek Verma Verma Bhai kuch soor lagata hai..goa trip ka badla lena baaki hai abhi !! 

 Gayak Patel ki shaan aur EE ki maan dono ko inke surili awaaz ne bahut 
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badaya hai. Vivek The Maggu Singer. 

 The Family 
Guy! :D 

Vivek is one happy-go-lucky person. If you had been his co-intern, 
you would understand the reason he's a family guy! :P He'll never 
compromise on his phone-time with his family. :) He's one person 
whom I've never seen in tension. Never! He's the one who would 
always throw you that smile whatever be the situation. :P 

 The smiling 
guy 

If you ever find even a hint of desperation and sadness in his eyes, 
shoot me. Tumhare saath ek Goa trip baaki hai yaar :P Is baar mat 
dhokha dena..Ae dost aise hi gaate muskurate rehna :) 

 Homesick tease him...and you'll have a very cute response  

 Monkey A mischievous monkey but a good person by heart. I will definitely 
remember all our TT battles though for obvious reasons-- I won all 
of them :P 

Vivekanand 
Sharma 

West Indian The Radio , Newspaper Of IIT Kharagpur, Har baat ko failana, baki 
logo ke khilaf bolna 

 Vegetarian 
dost 

If you have any doubt related to politics contact him. 

 Bajrang Dal 
member 

With his high contrast smile. His epic chutzpah along with his other 
Dal-members.  

Yogesh Verma Bhai Bhai ka swag. bhai ka professional look. In most of the labs, we 
were together. Peace toh hum kuch maarte the labs me. If it comes 
to dance, Bhai will show u steps u would have never seen before. 

 yogi Dude hai bhai..aur hairstyle ka toh alag hi swag hai!! 
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